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An unexpected mechanism for fast reaction of Al nanoparticles covered by a thin oxide shell during
fast heating is proposed and justified theoretically and experimentally. For nanoparticles, the melting
of Al occurs before the oxide fracture. The volume change due to melting induces pressures of 1–2
GPa and causes dynamic spallation of the shell. The unbalanced pressure between the Al core and
the exposed surface creates an unloading wave with high tensile pressures resulting in dispersion of
atomic scale liquid Al clusters. These clusters fly at high velocity and their reaction is not limited
by diffusion 共this is the opposite of traditional mechanisms for micron particles and for
nanoparticles at slow heating兲. Physical parameters controlling the melt dispersion mechanism are
found by our analysis. In addition to an explanation of the extremely short reaction time, the
following correspondence between our theory and experiments are obtained: 共a兲 For the particle
radius below some critical value, the flame propagation rate and the ignition time delay are
independent of the radius; 共b兲 damage of the oxide shell suppresses the melt dispersion mechanism
and promotes the traditional diffusive oxidation mechanism; 共c兲 nanoflakes react more like micron
size 共rather than nanosize兲 spherical particles. The reasons why the melt dispersion mechanism
cannot operate for the micron particles or slow heating of nanoparticles are determined. Methods to
promote the melt dispersion mechanism, to expand it to micron particles, and to improve efficiency
of energetic metastable intermolecular composites are formulated. In particular, the following could
promote the melt dispersion mechanism in micron particles: 共a兲 Increasing the temperature at which
the initial oxide shell is formed; 共b兲 creating initial porosity in the Al; 共c兲 mixing of the Al with a
material with a low 共even negative兲 thermal expansion coefficient or with a phase transformation
accompanied by a volume reduction; 共d兲 alloying the Al to decrease the cavitation pressure; 共e兲
mixing nano- and micron particles; and 共f兲 introducing gasifying or explosive inclusions in any fuel
and oxidizer. A similar mechanism is expected for nitridation and fluorination of Al and may also be
tailored for Ti and Mg fuel. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2720182兴
I. INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that the reactivity of metallic particles
共for example, Al, Ti, Zr, B, and Mg兲 strongly depends on
their size. One of the ways to evaluate their reactivity is to
study the combustion behavior of a mixture of metallic particles with some oxidizers 共for example, MoO3, WO3, CuO,
Cu2O, and Fe2O3兲 or nitridizer and flourinizer 共for example,
fluoropolymers such as Teflon兲. Reactions of such mixtures
共called thermites兲 are relatively slow but produce high temperatures. Metallic particles are covered by a thin oxide
shell, and the reaction is controlled by diffusion of the oxidizer or oxygen to the metal and metal toward the oxidizer,
through a growing oxide layer 关Fig. 1共a兲兴.
Metallic particles in traditional thermites are in the mia兲
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cron size range 共1 − 100 m兲. When the particle diameter
reduces to the nanometer range 共20− 120 nm兲, their reactivity increases by several orders of magnitude. Thus flame
rates of 0.9− 1 km/ s can be reached 共see Refs. 1–4 for low
density powders of Al+ MoO3 and Al+ Fe2O3 nanocomposite
powders兲, while for micron size thermites they are on the
order of centimeters or meters per second. Ignition delay
time also decreases by up to three orders of magnitude.5
These very promising nanocomposite thermites are also
commonly referred to as metastable intermolecular composites 共MICs兲.
The order of magnitude of the reaction time and the
temperature rise time can be estimated based on the measured value of pressure rise time at the reaction front which
is t f ⯝ 10 s.3 Such a reaction time is consistent with the data
in Ref. 6. The order of magnitude for the heating rate is
108 K / s which is estimated as 1000 K / 10 s.
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FIG. 1. 共a兲 Micron-scale particles react by diffusion of aluminum and oxygen through an oxide shell, which
fractures before Al melting and then
heals. 共b兲 Nanoscale particles during
fast heating react by a melt-dispersionmechanism where melting of the aluminum core creates enormous pressure, the oxide shell spallates exposing
the molten core and creates an unloading tensile pressure wave which disperses atomic size aluminum clusters
in all directions.

It is well-known that the oxidation of Al nanoparticles
via a diffusion mechanism requires at least six orders of
magnitude more time. The following experimental data are
presented in Ref. 7: Placing the nano Al particles covered by
an initial oxide shell 共produced by Nanotechnologies, Inc.,
currently NovaCentrix, Austin, TX, the same company used
in our experiments兲 with an average diameter of 50 nm for 1
s at a temperature of 1100 ° C result in only 4% completely
oxidized particles. Even keeping bare nano Al particles with
an average diameter of 20 nm for 1 s at 900 ° C results in
only 68% completely oxidized particles. Transmission electron microscopy showed diffusive growth of the oxide shell.
Since oxidation in our experiments supports flame rates up to
1 km/ s without any shocks, we may assume almost complete
oxidation.
Another estimate is based on the diffusion coefficients.
The self-diffusion coefficient of oxygen and Al in ␣-alumina
at 800− 950 ° C is at most D = 10−19 and 10−18 cm2 / s,8 the
diffusion length ld = 2冑Dt f = 共2 − 6兲 ⫻ 10−5 nm, which is 105
times smaller than the oxide shell thickness. Thus, the diffusion time t f would have to be increased by a factor of 1010 to
obtain a reasonable diffusion length ld = 2 − 6 nm. Damage of
the oxide shell due to thermal stresses accelerates diffusion,
however, oxidation heals cracks fast 关Fig. 1共a兲兴.
There are also other puzzles in the energetic nanocomposite materials behavior:
共1兲 The flame propagation rate is observed to be independent of particle size for particles diameters d smaller
than 80− 100 nm,3 while for diffusion controlled oxidation it is proportional to d−2.9
共2兲 The ignition time delay is found to be independent of
particle size for particle diameters d smaller than
120 nm; for diffusion controlled oxidation it is a power
function of diameter.5
共3兲 Nanoflakes did not produce higher flame propagation
rates than micron spherical particles;10 since they have
thicknesses on the order of tens of nanometers and even
larger surface to volume ratios than spherical nanopar-

ticles, it was expected that they would posses at least
similar reactivity to that of nanospherical particles.
共4兲 The flame propagation rate for nanothermites decreases
with the sample density, while for micron size thermites
it behaves oppositely.11
In summary, the only known reaction mechanism based
on diffusion is not applicable for MICs combustion. Finding
the physical mechanism of material transport and reaction
for MICs is one of the most important and challenging problems in combustion physics and chemistry.
The goal of the current paper is to formulate and justify
共both theoretically and experimentally兲 an unexpected
mechanochemical reaction mechanism 关Fig. 1共b兲兴 during fast
heating 共106 − 108 K / s兲. This mechanism resolves the above
puzzles in the combustion of MICs and allows us to predict
some methods to control and improve the MICs’ combustion
behavior. It is known that heating creates significant internal
stresses due to the difference in thermal expansion coefficients of aluminum and alumina; when Al melts, the internal
stresses increase significantly due to melting-induced volume
change. The small thickness of the amorphous oxide shell
共1 − 8 nm兲 implies that it is 共almost兲 defect free; so its
strength approaches its maximum value equal to the theoretical 共ideal兲 strength. It was demonstrated that for Al particles
with a small ratio of particle radius to oxide thickness the
alumina shell fractures after melting of the Al core, while for
micrometer size particles the shell fracture precedes the core
melting. The combination of a large volume change during
melting and a high oxide shell strength leads to very high
pressures in the Al molten core of 1 − 2 GPa. Fast heating and
consequent pressure growth lead to the dynamic fracture of
the entire alumina shell and its spallation. The complete exposure of the molten Al core with unbalanced pressure between the exposed Al surface and the internal Al droplet
results in an unloading wave within the molten Al core that
propagates to the particle center. An unloading wave creates
a tensile pressure of the same order of magnitude that dis-
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perses the molten Al particle into small 共atomic scale兲 clusters that fly at a velocity of 100− 250 m / s. The oxidation of
these very small bare Al clusters is not limited by diffusion,
but is rather kinetically controlled on a near atomic scale 共in
contrast to traditional mechanisms兲. If they hit the oxidizer,
they will partially penetrate it, partially spread over its surface and react, and partially reflect and react with the next
oxidizer particle. Aluminum clusters may react with oxygen
and nitrogen in the air or with gaseous MoO3 which starts to
sublimate at 973 K.
We called these mechanochemical processes the melt
dispersion mechanism. This mechanism produces much
faster reactions than diffusion and consequently much higher
flame propagation speed and heating rates for the next particles. The main conditions for operation of the melt dispersion mechanism were found, as well as parameters that control it. The main controlling parameters 共for example, the
ratio of particle radius to oxide shell thickness, the temperature at which initial oxide shell is formed, and the cavitation
pressure兲 are completely unexplored for reaction and flame
propagation theories. Some methods to promote the melt dispersion mechanism and expand it to micron size particles,
which improves the efficiency of MICs based on the developed theory are suggested in the Introduction. Our theoretical predictions are consistent with our known experimental
results and resolve the above mentioned puzzles. A similar
mechanism is also expected for reactions other than oxidation, for example, fluorination and nitridation of Al. Using
the found controlling parameters, the melt dispersion mechanism may be tailored for other particles 共for example, for Ti
and Mg particles兲 if they are heated very quickly to a melting
temperature.
Thus, the following processes are treated in our model:
共1兲 Fast heating 共106 − 108 K / s兲 of Al particles leading to
the Al-core melting;
共2兲 nanomechanics of stress development in an Al particle
and oxide shell;
共3兲 fracture and spallation of the oxide shell;
共4兲 unloading wave propagation to the center of a particle
creating tensile pressures in the melt;
共5兲 cavitation and molten core dispersion.
In Sec. II, the solution of the stress determination problem in a spherical particle 共consisting of a mixture of solid
and liquid Al兲 is found and analyzed. Fracture of the oxide
shell is analyzed using the maximum tensile stress criterion.
It was found that for nanosize Al particle and fast heating,
the major part of the Al core melts before fracture of the
oxide shell, producing high pressures on the order of 1 GPa.
The unloading wave created after the oxide shell spallation
disperses the liquid particle. In contrast, for large particles
and/or for slow heating of nanoparticles, either the oxide
shell breaks before melting or slow damage to the oxide shell
leads to slow flow of the liquid Al through the cracks without
oxide spallation. Dependencies of the pressure within the Al
core and the volume fraction of the melt necessary to fracture
the oxide on the ratio of the Al particle radius, R, to the oxide
thickness, ␦, the temperature T0 at which the oxide shell was
formed, and the ultimate strength of the oxide, u, are found;
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they weakly depend on the oxide thickness in the range of
interest. In Sec. III, an analytical solution for the unloading
and reflected wave in an Al sphere is analyzed in detail. The
main features of the evolution of the tensile pressure and
particle velocity distributions and their dependence of the
parameters that govern the process 共initial pressure and final
external pressure, spallation time, particle radius, mass density, and sound speed兲 are found. The cavitation 共fracture of
liquid兲 criterion is formulated and the relationship between
the governing parameters that lead to the cavitation and melt
dispersion are determined. In Sec. IV, our previous and additional experimental data supporting our theoretical predictions and the melt dispersion mechanism are presented. In
particular, the following correlations between predictions of
the presented theory and experiments are obtained: 共a兲 Extremely short reaction time; 共b兲 for the ratio M = R / ␦ of the
Al sphere radius to the oxide thickness below some critical
value, the flame propagation rate and the ignition time delay
are independent of M; 共c兲 damage of the oxide shell suppresses the melt dispersion mechanism and promotes traditional diffusive oxidation mechanism; 共d兲 nanoflakes react
like micron size 共rather than nanosize兲 spherical particles.
Also, our experimental data are consistent with the ultimate
strength of the oxide being equal to the theoretical strength
of 11.33 GPa for the oxide thickness at least up to 7.7 nm. In
Sec. V, the main conditions for the melt dispersion mechanism are formulated and methods of controlling and promoting this mechanism are suggested: 共a兲 Increasing the temperature at which initial oxide shell is formed; 共b兲 creating
initial porosity in the Al; 共c兲 mixing of Al with material with
a low 共even negative兲 thermal expansion coefficient or with a
phase transformation accompanied by a volume reduction;
共d兲 alloying Al to decrease the cavitation pressure; 共e兲 mixing
of nano- and micron particles; and 共f兲 introducing gasifying
or explosive inclusions in any fuel and oxidizer. Section VI
contains the concluding remarks. In the Appendices, the
main equations describing stresses in a two-layered sphere as
well as thermal conductivity and wave propagation in a
spherical particle are derived. Note that the first report on the
melt dispersion mechanism was published in our short
letter.12 In the current paper, much more detailed theoretical
and experimental justifications of the melt dispersion mechanism are presented and methods to control the mechanism
are suggested.

II. INTERNAL STRESSES AND OXIDE SHELL
SPALLATION
A. Small particles and fast heating

Internal stresses for a large particle covered by an oxide
layer have been determined in Refs. 13 and 14. The effect of
surface tension was neglected; the criterion of maximum
shear stress was used, which describes well plastic flow but
is not suitable for brittle fracture. Here we determine stresses
for small particles 共i.e., take surface tension into account兲,
apply the criterion for brittle fracture, explore oxide thickness dependence on the strength of the shell and use our
results to justify our proposed rapid oxidation mechanism. To
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TABLE I. Material parameters at melting temperature T = Tm 共Ref. 12兲.

Km1
K2
G2
␣s1
␣m1
␣2
⌫
s1
m1
Ks1
共GPa兲
共GPa兲
共GPa兲
共GPa兲 共105 K−1兲 共105 K−1兲 共105 K−1兲 m
共GPa nm兲 共kg/ m3兲 共kg/ m3兲
71.1
41.3
234.8
149.5
3.032
4.268
0.778
0.02
1.05
2530
2380
共Ref. 18兲 共Ref. 36兲 共Ref. 35兲 共Ref. 35兲 共Ref. 18兲 共Ref. 38兲 共Ref. 35兲 共Ref. 14兲 共Ref. 39兲 共Ref. 37兲 共Ref. 38兲

be consistent with the fluid dynamic study in Sec. III, the
compressive stresses 共pressure兲 and consequently strains will
be considered as positive.
The internal stresses that arise due to the heating of a
spherical Al particle covered by the alumina oxide shell are
considered. The Al particle radius by is designated by R and
the external radius of the shell by R̃ = R + ␦. The surface temperature of the particle varies from room temperature, Tr
= 300 K, to the final temperature which is just above melting
temperature of Al 共Tm = 933.67 K兲, and corresponds to a fracture of the oxide shell; approximately, T f ⯝ 1000 K. This
heating occurs during a time t f = 10 s as the flame front
passes through the particle. It is shown in Appendix A that
for R ⬍ 9 m the temperature in the Al sphere is practically
homogeneous because of the small size.
The reason for the appearance of internal stresses is a
difference in inelastic strains i2 − i1; the subscript 1 for aluminum and 2 for the alumina are used. Surface tensions at
the aluminum-alumina interface, ⌫1, and between Al2O3 and
gas that appears during the reaction 共or air兲, ⌫2, cause jumps
in pressure. They are taken into account as the boundary
condition at r = R̃ 共p2 = 2⌫2 / R + pg兲 and jump condition at
r = R 共p : = p1 = p2 + 2⌫1 / R兲, where pg is the pressure of the
gas; p2 is the radial stress in the oxide shell; and the
symbol := means “equal by definition.” Displacements
across the interface r = R are continuous. The Al sphere consists of a mixture of melt 共the volume fraction f兲 and solid
material. Pressure in the Al sphere, p, and maximum tensile
hoop stresses in the alumina oxide shell at r = R, h, can be
found from developing the corresponding solution of the
elasticity theory15 共see Appendix B兲
p=

12共m3 − 1兲共i2 − i1兲G2K1K2 2K1共4G2 + 3m3K2兲⌫1
+
H
RH
+

共2⌫2 + pgR兲m2K1共4G2 + 3K2兲
,
RH

h = −
+

共1兲

6共m3 + 2兲共i2 − i1兲G2K1K2 4共m3 + 2兲G2K2⌫1
+
H
RH
共2⌫2 + pgR兲m2共− 2G2K1 + 3共2G2 + K1兲K2兲
,
RH

共2兲

where m = R̃ / R = 1 + ␦ / R = 1 + 1 / M, G, and K are the shear
s
and bulk moduli, K1 = fKm
1 + 共1 − f兲K1 is the bulk modulus of
the Al melt-solid mixture, subscripts s and m are for the solid
and melt phases, and strain H = 3m3K1K2 + 4G2共K1
+ 共m3 − 1兲K2兲. Equations 共1兲 and 共2兲 generalize known equations found in Ref. 15 for the case when interface energy is
important, i.e., for nanoparticles. Inelastic strains can be presented in the form

i1 = − 共␣s1共Tm − T0兲 + 共1 − f兲␣s1共T − Tm兲
m
+ f ␣m
1 共T − Tm兲 + f 兲;

i2 = − ␣2共T − T0兲,

共3兲

where ␣ is the linear thermal expansion coefficients, T0 is the
temperature at which the oxide shell was formed on the Al
particle 共i.e., the temperature at which internal thermal
stresses are zero兲, and 3m is the volumetric expansion during the melting of Al. The first term in i1 is the thermal
expansion of solid Al at the melting temperature, the second
and the third terms are the thermal expansion of the metastable solid phase and liquid starting with the melting temperature, and the last term is the linear expansion due to
melting. Equation 共3兲 is also correct below Tm for f = 0 and
above Tm for f = 1. The material parameters used in calculations are presented in Table I 共assuming ⌫1 = ⌫2 = ⌫兲.
B. Strength criterion

We will utilize the criterion for the brittle fracture of the
oxide shell: −h = u, i.e., the maximum tensile stress at the
internal surface of the shell reaches the ultimate tensile
strength of the oxide, u. Note that in Refs. 13 and 14 the
criterion of maximum shear stress, p − h = u, was used,
which is not suitable for brittle fracture but rather for plastic
flow. For large particles and ␦ / R  1, one obtains p  兩h兩
关see Eq. 共7兲兴, i.e., the inaccuracy related to using a wrong
criterion in Refs. 13 and 14 is negligible. For small particles
and finite ␦ / R, there is a significant difference between the
two criteria.
The oxide film is in an amorphous state, diffusion
through the oxide, phase transformation in the oxide, and
oxide growth are neglected because of the short time,
t f = 10 s. Ultimate tensile stress for any brittle material depends on temperature, strain rate, defects distribution, and
sample size. The probability of finding defects 共vacancies,
voids, and cracks兲 in the oxide shell sharply reduces with the
reduction of the oxide shell volume. For an amorphous oxide
shell of ␦ = 1 − 8 nm, significant defects can be neglected,
thus the ultimate strength by definition is equal to theoretical
共maximum possible兲 strength of alumina, th. High resolution transmission electron microscopy in Ref. 16 does not
show significant defects, however, in Ref. 17 the oxide shell
is quite porous. The defectness of the shell crucially depends
on the technology of the particle synthesis process. Also, in
Ref. 17 the oxide was partially amorphous and partially crystalline rather than fully amorphous. We suspect that during
particle synthesis or sample preparation for transmission
electron microscopy, a partial transition from amorphous to
crystalline phase occurred; this transition is accompanied by
an 18% volume reduction 共see, for example, Refs. 19 and 20兲
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FIG. 2. Pressure p0共GPa兲 in Al particle at the instant of fracture of oxide
shell as a function of M = R / ␦ for various values of ultimate strength u
共shown near the curves兲; ␦ = 2 nm 共all
curves are almost independent of ␦ for
2 ⬍ ␦ ⬍ 10 nm兲. 共a兲 Temperature at
which initial oxide shell is formed is
T0 = 300 K; 共b兲 T0 = 450 K; 共c兲 T0
= 600 K; 共d兲 T0 = 800 K. The upper
line common for all curves, corresponds to fracture at complete melting,
f = 1.

and huge tensile stresses 共and corresponding pressure in Al
core兲 which cause the porosity. Indeed, x-ray study of the
lattice strain in Ref. 17 determined the compressive strain
between 共111兲 planes of 0.017 共which was called small兲.
Corresponding volumetric strain is a sum of three of the
same strains between three mutually orthogonal 共111兲
planes, i.e., it is 0.051. Multiplying this strain by the Al bulk
modulus at room temperature, K = 75.2 GPa,18 we obtain
large internal pressure in Al of 3.84 GPa, which can be sustained by a porous oxide shell at room temperature and a
specific loading caused by transformation in oxide.
For crystalline materials, the ideal strength is
th = 共1 / 20− 1 / 10兲E 共Ref. 21兲 but to avoid an overestimate
we will take th = E2 / 30= 11.33 GPa, where E2
= 9K2G2 / 共3K2 + G2兲 = 340 GPa is the Young’s modulus
共see Table I兲. For amorphous materials there are no such
universal estimates. To be on the safe side in our predictions,
we will consider much smaller oxide strength u as well. We
will also find in Sec. IV that u = th provides the best fit to
the experiments.
For u = E2 / 30, elastic strain u / E2 = 1 / 30 is reached
during time t f , i.e., the strain rate is very high 共3.33
⫻ 104 s−1兲. If the oxide shell contains only a few defects, the
shell’s strength is lower than for the defect free case; but the
defect containing shell’s strength will increase with increasing strain rate significantly.21 For very fast loading close to
the theoretical strength, a fracture from pre-existing defects
does not have time to propagate and homogeneous defect
nucleation throughout the entire volume and spallation is the
main fracture mechanism. Also, in a 2–10 nm thick shell,
stress concentration due to defects in orders of magnitude
smaller because of image stresses from the alumina surface.
In Ref. 14 the ultimate strength of alumina was evaluated
using the fracture mechanics theory. For a 1 nm long crack
the ultimate strength at 660 ° C was found to be 12.63 GPa
which is larger than our estimate for the theoretical strength,

11.33 GPa. Molecular dynamics simulations in Refs. 22 and
23 show that the oxide shell is able to sustain an internal
pressure of 1 − 2 GPa, which corresponds to the pressure
range in this study, see Fig. 2 共despite the fact that alumina
shell possessed 75% of its bulk density, i.e., had 25% voids兲.
Importantly, fracture and spallation occurs throughout
the entire oxide shell due to the lack of significant stress
concentrators and fast loading. Even at slow heating, pressures of 0.13− 0.25 GPa in the melt were recorded experimentally for a thick shell before melting.24 共We believe that
the actual pressure in Ref. 24 is approximately three times
higher, because linear rather than volumetric strain was used
in Ref. 24 to estimate pressure.兲

C. Parametric study of the oxide fracture

The tensile hoop stress h in Eq. 共2兲 grows with the
increase of volume fraction of melt f. Then for some critical
value of f = f f , the fracture condition −h = u is met. We
obtained from Eq. 共2兲 and from the fracture condition −h
= u the value of the volume fraction of melt,
f f 共u , M , ␦ , T0兲, that cause the fracture of the oxide shell,
where M : = R / ␦ = 1 / 共m − 1兲 共Fig. 3兲. We assume pg = 0 and
that melting occurs at Tm even at such a fast heating and will
use T = Tm below. The high energetic solid Al-amorphous alumina interface serves as a perfect melt nucleation site 共since
its energy is higher than that for the liquid Al-alumina interface兲, so melt nucleation is barrierless. After nucleation, the
solid-liquid interface propagates to the center. It continues to
propagate after the fracture of the shell, however, since for
small overheating the interface velocity is small in comparison with the sound velocity in Al of 4166 m / s, we will neglect this small increase in the melt volume fraction. Data on
the effect of the particle size and internal pressure on the
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FIG. 3. Volume fraction of melt necessary for fracture of oxide shell f f as
a function of M = R / ␦ for various values of ultimate strength u 共shown
near the curves兲; ␦ = 2 nm 共all curves
are almost independent of ␦ for
2 ⬍ ␦ ⬍ 10 nm兲. 共a兲 T0 = 300 K; 共b兲
T0 = 450 K; 共a兲 T0 = 600 K; 共a兲
T0 = 800 K.
Triangles
represents
dimensionless flame velocity C̃
= C / 共1 km/ s兲 versus M from experiments 共Ref. 3兲. Squares are the relative
ignition time t̃ig / 共100 ms兲 from experiments 共Ref. 5兲; two other values of
t̃ig, 13.84 关for R̃ = 共10− 14兲 m兴 and
60.39 关for R̃ = 20 m兴 from Ref. 5 cannot be shown on the plot due to the
very large values.

melting temperature are compensatory and will not be taken
into account in our model. For Al nanoparticles, the melting
temperature reduces with the particle size,25 however, it simultaneously increases with internal pressure by approximately 55 K / GPa.24 Stresses and all related parameters depend on m and 共due to surface energy兲 on R. It is convenient
to present results in terms of M : = R / ␦ and ␦, since we found
that a change in ␦ in a range of interest 2 ⬍ ␦ ⬍ 10 nm does
not change significantly p, h, fracture, and the function
f f 共M兲, especially for relatively large M. For example, for
T0 = 600 K and u = 9 GPa the following results are obtained:
for ␦ = 2 nm we have p0 = 1.00 GPa and f f = 0.99 共for M = 20兲
and p0 = 0.50 GPa and f f = 0.74 共for M = 40兲; for ␦ = 10 nm we
have p0 = 0.93 GPa and f f = 0.94 共for M = 20兲 and p0
= 0.46 GPa and f f = 0.72 共for M = 40兲.
Relationships f f 共M兲 for several values of the ultimate
strength u and several temperatures T0 are shown in Fig. 3.
The melt concentration increases with a decrease in M 共or
particle radius兲 and with an increase in u. For each value of
the ultimate strength u there is some critical value of M
below which the melt concentration increases sharply; the
smaller the u the sharper the increase in the melt volume
fraction. If the curve crosses the f f = 0 axis then fracture for
larger M occurs before melting starts. The horizontal line
f f = 1 for very small particles means that the fracture criterion
is not fulfilled even at complete melting 共in contrast to large
particles, which fracture before melting兲. In this case oxide
shell fracture and spallation occur during heating above the
melting temperature, because thermal stresses continue to
grow and the strength reduces with the temperature increase.
Then, after oxide shell spallation, an unloading tensile pressure wave in the molten aluminum core disperses the entire
liquid Al particle 共see Sec. III兲. Similar phenomena occur
when the major part of the Al core is molten.

Figure 3 also shows that the increase in the temperature
T0 significantly increases the volume fraction of the melt
and, consequently, the probability of the occurrence of the
melt dispersion mechanism.
Functions p0共M兲 for the pressure in the aluminum particle at the instant of the oxide shell fracture 共i.e., for f determined from Fig. 3兲 are shown in Fig. 2 for various T0 and
u. They have features that are similar to the melt concentration curves in Fig. 3. Thus, the pressure in the Al core
increases with an decrease of M 共or particle radius兲 and with
an increase of u. For each value of the ultimate strength u
there is some critical value of M below which the pressure
increases sharply; the smaller u the sharper the increase in
pressure. The upper curve that is common for the curves with
different u corresponds to complete melting of Al sphere
共f f = 1兲. Pressure reduces with the increasing of T0.
For u = 9.0 GPa, T0 = 600 K, and M = 20 共␦ = 2 nm兲,
pressure at complete melting 共which coincides with oxide
shell fracture兲 is 1.00 GPa; reduction in u reduces the value
M for complete melting and even increases the pressure in
Al. For comparison, for T0 = 300 K complete melting corresponds to M = 11 and p = 1.8 GPa; for T0 = 800 K we obtain
M = 38 and p = 0.53 GPa. Consequently, our equations predict
that T0 is an important parameter controlling which the melt
dispersion mechanism can be produced even for large
particles.
To summarize, the melting of the major part of the aluminum nanoparticle precedes the fracture of oxide film during fast heating. Pressure in the Al core is high. After fracture
and spallation of the oxide shell a tensile pressure wave disperses liquid aluminum. The smaller the relative particle size
of M 共above some critical value of M corresponding to com-
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plete melting兲, the larger portion of the aluminum core melts
resulting in a higher pressure in the aluminum droplet
共Figs. 2 and 3兲.

D. Large particles and slow heating

Since we consider a thin alumina layer it follows that

␦  R and m − 1 = ␦ / R  1; we expand p and h 关Eqs. 共1兲 and

共2兲兴 in the Taylor series in m − 1:
p=

36共i2 − i1兲G2K1K2共m − 1兲 2共⌫1 + ⌫2兲
+ pg ,
+
Hs
R

h = −
+

共4兲
ff =

18共i2 − i1兲G2K1K2 12⌫1G2K2
+
Hs
RHs

共5兲

The main term in h is independent of m. For pressure p, the
term related to surface energies is also independent of m,
while the term related to i2 − i1 is linear in m − 1. Thus, for
large particles the pressure is much smaller than the hoop
stresses in a thin shell, while for nanoparticles they are comparable. Note that the first term in p is equal to the first term
in h multiplied by a factor of −2␦ / R.
For ␦ = 2 nm and R ⬎ 20 nm the term with the surface
energies in Eq. 共2兲 for h at T = 930 K and T0 = 300 K 共without the melting of aluminum兲 reduces h by less than 5.5%.
For a higher temperature, as well as during the melting of Al
and for larger R, the contribution of surface energy is negligible. Since u  pg, pg can be removed from the equation
for h for any R and ␦. The contribution of the surface energy to the pressure increase for ␦ = 2 nm, T = 930 K, and
T0 = 300 K 共without the melting of aluminum兲 is about 9%
for R ⬎ 14 nm and is significant for smaller particles. However, since for large particles p  −h and we will be interested in high T0, we have to retain for p the terms containing
the surface energies and the gas pressures

h = −

18G2K2共i2 − i1兲
= − u ,
4G2 + 3K2

p = − 2h
= 2u

␦
R

␦
R
+

+

共6兲

2共⌫1 + ⌫2兲
+ pg
R

2共⌫1 + ⌫2兲
+ pg  u .
R

Ju + 共␣2 − ␣s1兲共T − T0兲
s
m + 共␣m
1 − ␣1兲共T − Tm兲

,

共8兲

where J = 共4G2 + 3K2兲 / 18G2K2 = 0.0021 for the elastic constants from Table I; Eq. 共8兲 is independent of geometric parameters. For T = Tm and all material parameters from Table I,
Eq. 共8兲 simplifies to

共2⌫2 + pgR兲共3共2G2 + K1兲K2 − 2G2K1兲
,
RHs

Hs = K1共3K2 + 4G2兲.

FIG. 4. Volume fraction of melt necessary for fracture of oxide shell f f vs
ultimate strength u for various temperatures T0 共shown near the curves兲.

共7兲

Since h is independent of K1 and geometric parameters, the
fracture of the oxide film for relatively large Al particles is,
in the first approximation, independent of mechanical properties of the spherical particle, interface energy and geometric parameters.
Substituting Eq. 共3兲 into fracture criterion Eq. 共6兲 and
solving for the volume fraction of melt that causes fracture,
we obtain

f f = − 1.052 + 0.103u + 0.001 127T0 .

共9兲

Function f f versus u for various temperatures T0 are presented in Fig. 4.
Let us consider the reasons why melt dispersion should
not occur during slow heating and for large particles.
共1兲 For u = 11.33 GPa and R / ␦ = 2000, we obtain from
Eq. 共7兲 p0 − pg = 11.5 MPa which may not produce sufficient
tensile stress in the unloading wave to disperse the solid
aluminum core. For u = 11.33 GPa and T0 = 300 K, we obtain from Eq. 共9兲, f f = 0.45 only.
共2兲 If melting of an Al nanoparticle covered by an amorphous film occurs during slow heating,26 low stress 共strain兲
growth rate takes place. This will reduce the ultimate
strength of the thick defect-containing oxide film 共due to
strong strain rate dependence兲 and the pressure in the
particle.
共3兲 For slow heating and, consequently, slow loading,
fracture will occur in the weakest point of the oxide at the
interface with Al 共rather than in the whole oxide film兲 and
then it will propagate toward the external oxide boundary.
Pressure in molten aluminum will also slowly reduce and the
liquid will slowly flow through the cracks without spallation
and thus dispersion of the entire film and Al as observed
experimentally.26 Melt will be quickly covered by a new oxide film. There is some acceleration of oxidation during this
process followed by traditional diffusion-controlled mechanisms for further oxidation. These results are in qualitative
agreement with experiments in Ref. 26 on oxide fracture of
Al nanoparticles due to the melting of Al during relatively
slow heating. As it will be shown in Sec. III, time during
which the oxide shell fracture occurs is an important parameter to create tensile pressure in the molten Al: It has to be
very short, on the order of 10 ps.
共4兲 During slow heating and when oxide thickness exceeds the critical value of ⯝4 nm 共initially or during its
growth兲, a phase transformation of amorphous into ␥ crystalline phase occurs in the Al2O3. For example, for the heating rate of 5 − 10 K / min of micrometer size particles it occurs at T ⯝ 820 K 共Refs. 19 and 20兲 共much below the Al
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melting temperature兲. A huge volumetric compression during
this transformation 共0.1818, i.e., three times larger than for
the melting of Al兲 produces tensile hoop stresses approximately three times larger than during melting. Also, polycrystalline ␥ phase contains traditional defects 共grain boundaries and dislocations兲 which reduce the ultimate tensile
strength by up to several orders of magnitude in comparison
with th. The combination of high stresses and lower strength
will result in the oxide fracturing at an earlier stage of transformation, as is observed in experiments19,20 and follows
from Eqs. 共1兲 and 共2兲. Oxide fracture during the transformation in alumina leads to accelerated oxidation of the bare Al
until it is covered by the ␥ phase film.
Note that we neglected this transformation for fast heating because of the very short time t f 共as well as in some
cases because of ␦ ⬍ 4 nm兲. Based on kinetic data in Ref. 27
complete transformation time at Tm is 200 s, therefore, even
for a heating time of 2 s up to Tm phase transformation can
be completely neglected even for thick shells.
After phase transformation and healing of the oxide film,
further heating above the melting temperature will result in a
jump in inelastic strains given by Eq. 共3兲 with T0 ⯝ 820 K,
i.e., in lower internal stresses than we calculated in Fig. 1.
This could be favorable for increasing f f , causing the next
fracture of the film 关see discussion after Eq. 共8兲兴. However,
since the oxide layer is much thicker at the Al melting point
than during the phase transformation in alumina 共20 nm versus 4 nm兲,19,20 and pressure grows slowly with the increase
of f, damage 共nanocracks兲 can be initiated at the aluminumalumina interface 共where the hoop stresses are the largest兲
and slowly propagate to the external radius of the particle.
Liquid aluminum fills these nanocracks. This leads to the
reduction of the Al mass within the sphere of the initial radius R, reduction of internal pressure, and slowing 共arresting兲
the damage. Nanocracking introduces tensile volumetric
stress in alumina thus decreasing i2 − i1 and stresses. Also,
oxygen can more easily reach the thin layers of liquid Al in
cracks and cause Al oxidation. This not only leads to the
healing of the alumina film but also introduces additional
tensile volumetric inelastic strain, again reducing pressure in
Al and hoop stresses.
共5兲 An additional reason that may prevent the oxide fracture below Al melting during slow heating of relatively large
particles is the outward diffusion of Al cations through the
oxide which represents the major mechanism of the oxide
film growth.19,20 Such a mass transport reduces the volume
and pressure in the Al liquid particle. Indeed, there are no
observations of acceleration of oxidation after Al melting
共T ⬎ Tm兲 in Refs. 19 and 20 and consequently no additional
fracture due to melting is expected.
共6兲 During fast heating allow the fracture of large particles to occur before melting 共before or after the phase transformation in alumina兲 and the oxide shell be healed 共or a
new shell appear兲 at T0 ⬍ Tm. This is equivalent to an increase in T0 and may lead to melting before the next fracture.
If such a regime can be realized in practice, it will significantly increase the particle size for which the melt dispersion
mechanism is operative. However, some events can prevent
it. The oxide shell can be very defective and consequently

possess low strength. Indeed, in the production of nanoparticles, one needs to use very specific parameters 共temperature
and oxygen content and their rate of change, as well as exposure time兲 to obtain a hard, defect-free 共or almost defect
free兲 oxide of homogeneous thickness. Healing of oxide film
under nonoptimal conditions leads to the presence of defects
共vacancies and voids兲, i.e., to damage. Also, new shells may
be too thin at the fracture instant yielding inadequate pressure in the melt. Alternatively, fast oxidation of bare Al
causes surface melting and the appearance of a thick defective oxide 共amorphous or crystalline兲 shell which also breaks
at low pressures. Much more detail and precise modeling is
required to tailor this process.

III. WAVE PROPAGATION AND DISPERSION
OF LIQUID IN AN UNLOADING WAVE
A. Problem formulation

We consider a sphere of radius R that is initially in equilibrium under applied external pressure p0. Let the pressure
at the boundary r = R, pex共t兲, reduce linearly in time from p0
to the final value p f during the time of oxide shell spallation,
ts, after which it remains constant, i.e.,
pex共t兲 = 共p0 − 共p0 − p f 兲t/ts兲U共0,ts兲 + p f U共ts,t兲,

共10兲

where U共a , b兲 = H共␣ − a兲H共b − ␣兲 is the unit step function on
the interval 关a , b兴 关that is U共a , b兲 = 1 on the interval 关a , b兴
and 0 outside 关a , b兴兴, and H is the Heaviside unit step function 共i.e., H共␣ − a兲 = 1 for ␣ ⱖ a and 0 for ␣ ⬍ a兲. Let
c = 冑K /  be the sound velocity, where  is the mass density.
It is useful to define an acoustic time t p = R / c; during this
time changes at the particle boundary reach the center of the
sphere. We normalize length, time, and pressure by R, t p, and
p0 respectively; all normalized parameters will be designated
by a bar. Then Eq. 共10兲 can be presented in the form
pex共t兲 = p0 pex共t兲
= p0关共1 − 共1 − p f 兲t/ts兲U共0,ts兲 + p f U共ts,t兲兴.

共11兲

m
The sound velocity in liquid Al is c = 冑Km
1 / 1 = 4166 m / s,
m
m
where K1 and 1 are taken from Table I. Consequently, for
R = 41.66 nm the acoustic time is t p = 10 ps. Molecular dynamics simulations in Refs. 22 and 23 show that the formation time of the oxide shell on a bare Al surface occurs in
approximately 20 ps. That is why we will consider unloading
and the first reflected wave only. For rapid heating of an
aluminum nanoparticle covered by a thin oxide film when
the fracture of the shell occurs at the theoretical strength, we
have ts  t p. Indeed, even if we consider crack propagation
through the oxide shell under intense loading 共which takes
longer than a simultaneous fracture of the whole oxide shell兲,
the velocity of crack propagation is of the same order of
magnitude as the sound speed in alumina, ca, and
ts ⯝ ␦ / ca  t p, because ␦  R and ca ⬎ c. To be conservative,
we take ts = 0.2t p as a reasonable estimate. The gas pressure
which develops during the flame propagation can be estimated as 0.01 GPa. Maximum gas pressure in Ref. 3 共corresponding to a maximum temperature of several thousand K兲
for a high propagation velocity regime was recorded to be
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FIG. 5. Functions pex共t兲, f ex共t兲, ⌿共␣兲, and G共␣兲 used in the solution of the
wave propagation problem.

0.018 GPa, however, at melting temperatures it should be
much lower. For u = 11.33 GPa, ␦ = 2 nm, and R = 50 nm,
p0 varies between 1 and 2 GPa 关Fig. 2共a兲兴 and p f = 2⌫ / R
+ pg ⯝ 0.05 GPa. The fracture of liquid 共cavitation兲 criterion
is p ⬍ pc ⬍ 0, where pc is the critical tensile pressure; we can
estimate pc = −0.01 to − 1 GPa 共see below兲.

B. Analytical solution

We found analytically the pressure and particle velocity
evolutions during such a loading 共see Appendix C兲:
p=

冋

1
− 共⌿共r + t兲 + ⌿共r − t兲兲 + pex共t + r − 1兲
2
r

p0

册

− pex共t − r − 1兲 ,

v=

冋

共12兲

1
共⌿共r + t兲 − ⌿共r − t兲兲 − 共pex共r + t − 1兲
2
cr
p0

+ pex共r − t − 1兲兲 −

fh + fb
r

册

,

共13兲

where functions ⌿, pex, f h, and f b are given in Appendix C
and in Fig. 5.
Thus, pressure and particle velocity fields scale with p0
and p0 / c = p0 / 冑K, respectively; they depend on dimensionless parameters p f and ts. It is important that the pressure
and velocity do not explicitly depend on the particle size R;
thus wave propagation does not limit the validity of the melt
dispersion mechanism to nanoparticles only. Allowing for
nonlinear elasticity of the melt reduces the sound velocity c
and increases the particle velocity without changing the pressure. We will study the effect of the parameters p f and ts on
the pressure and velocity fields.

Below we will present results for p0 = 1 GPa and the
m
above values of Km
1 , 1 , and c, i.e., for p0 / p0 = 100.86 m / s.
Rescaling can be produced using Eqs. 共12兲 and 共13兲.
The results on pressure and particle velocity during the
wave propagation are shown in Fig. 6 for ts = 0.2 and
p f = 0.05. Pressure ph 共see Appendix C兲 immediately jumps
into the tensile 共negative兲 region near the boundary and the
tensile region propagates to the center with the sound velocity c, increasing in magnitude. However, the total pressure p
is compressive at least until t ⯝ ts, when the region with
p = p f starts to propagate from the external surface of the
sphere. For the time in the range ts ⬍ t ⬍ t p, the region with
tensile pressure p appears and propagates to the center of the
particle; the growth in the magnitude of tensile pressure is
significant 共Fig. 6兲. The maximum tensile pressure and radial
velocity correspond to the point r = 1 + ts − t which is reached
by the minimum pressure 共p f 兲 point of the propagating
boundary regime. Radial particle velocities during propagation are positive 共i.e., from the center兲. For t = 1, the maximum values of tensile pressure and velocity in the central
part of the particle are as high as 兩p兩 = 3.75 GPa and
v = 240 m / s, respectively.
The tensile pressure in the central part of an Al particle
continues to grow at the initial stage of wave reflection, for
t ⱕ 1 + 0.5ts. Thus, for t = 1.1, the absolute value of the tensile
pressure distribution reaches its maximum. The tensile pressure at the center is 8.5 GPa, however, velocity is zero everywhere, and no dispersion can occur. For t ⬎ 1.1 velocity
becomes negative or zero everywhere, which also cannot
cause dispersion. However, for 1 ⬍ t ⬍ 1.1 there is still a region where both negative pressure and positive velocity are
high and can cause melt dispersion 共if that did not occur as a
result of t ⬍ 1兲. Thus, the melt dispersion criterion is not only
p ⬍ pc 共see below兲 but also v ⬎ 0.
For ts = 0.5 and p f = 0.05, the evolution of the pressure
and particle velocity distributions are presented in Fig. 7. It
is qualitatively similar to the case with ts = 0.2 but with
smaller magnitude of maximum tensile pressure and velocity.
Thus, for t = 1, the maximum tensile pressure and velocity in
the central part of a sphere are 兩p兩 = 0.90 GPa and
v = 96 m / s, respectively. The maximum tensile pressure in
the reflected wave is 兩p兩 = 2.80 GPa. For t = 1.25 the velocity
is zero everywhere, for larger t it becomes negative or zero
everywhere.
For the same conditions, however, for ts = 1 there is no
tensile pressure in the sphere for t ⬍ 1. The results in Fig. 8
are presented for the reflected wave, 1 ⱕ t ⱕ 1.5. During the
initial stage of propagation of the reflected wave, tensile
pressure appears with a maximum amplitude of 0.90 GPa
near the center. The fracture criterion p ⬍ pc = −0.1 GPa is
satisfied in the major internal part of the drop 共r ⬍ 0.86兲.
Velocity in the region of constant tensile pressure is zero, but
increases up to 48 m / s with decreasing r. The dispersion of
liquid droplets is still possible, but with smaller velocity. If,
however, there is some delay time for the fracture of liquid,
e.g., td = 0.1− 0.5 depending on pressure, this practically will
not affect melt dispersion for ts = 0.2 and ts = 0.5 but will
make melt dispersion impossible for ts = 1. Indeed, the time
between the appearance of tensile pressure and the violation
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FIG. 6. Pressure 共GPa兲 and particle
velocity 共102 m / s兲 distributions in Al
sphere after spallation of oxide shell at
different instants of propagation of the
unloading 共a兲–共c兲 and reflected 共d兲–共f兲
waves for ts = 0.2, p0 = 1 GPa, and p f
= 0.05: 共a兲 t = 0.6; 共b兲 t = 0.95; 共c兲 t = 1;
共d兲 t = 1.05; 共e兲 t = 1.1, and 共f兲 t = 1.4.
Maximum positive velocity corresponds to t = 1; maximum tensile pressure corresponds to t = 1.1 when velocity is zero everywhere. For t ⬎ 1.1 the
velocity is negative 共to the center兲, i.e.,
melt dispersion 共if would not occur for
t ⬍ 1.1兲 is getting impossible.

the condition v ⬎ 0 is less than 0.5t p and if we take td = 0.5
共because of small tensile pressure兲 then dispersion criterion
will not be satisfied. Since td is independent of t p, if the
radius of Al sphere increases, t p increases, td decreases, and
there are more chances that melt dispersion will occur 共provided that the oxide breaks fast at −h = u and that the pressure in the Al is high enough兲. At t = 1.5 the velocity is zero
everywhere and for larger t it becomes negative everywhere.
For ts = 1.5, the situation is qualitatively similar to the
case of ts = 1 共Fig. 9兲, i.e., tensile pressure in the Al appears
in reflected wave only. The maximum tensile pressure and
velocity reach 0.27 GPa and 32 m / s, respectively. The fracture criterion p ⬍ pc = −0.1 GPa and v ⬎ 0 is satisfied at each
time instant 1 ⬍ t ⬍ 1.75 in a small moving layer only. At
t = 1.75 the velocity is zero everywhere and for larger t it
becomes negative everywhere. For ts ⱖ 1.9, tensile pressure
does not appear in the first unloading and reflected waves, so
dispersion is impossible.
C. Some general features

Let us study some general features of the effect of the
time of the pressure drop, ts, and the pressure on the Al
sphere after the oxide shell is broken, p f , on the pressure and

particle velocity distributions. The following general results
are obtained for any p f ⬍ 1. The maximum tensile pressure
distribution corresponds to t = 1 + 0.5ts, when velocity is identically zero within the sphere. For t = 1, velocity in the central
part reaches its maximum value, which is found to be
vm =

p0 共1 − p f 兲
,
2c ts

共14兲

for the above accepted values of , c, and p0 = 1 GPa, it is
vm = 50.432共1 − p f 兲 / ts共m / s兲. In Fig. 10, pressure distributions
at t = 1 and t = 1 + 0.5ts, as well as velocity distributions at
t = 1 are shown for various ts and p f = 0.05; results for other p f
are configurationally similar. Several important results can
be derived from this study. For t = 1 + 0.5ts and in the region
0 ⱕ r ⱕ 0.5ts, pressure is constant and is equal to the maximum tensile pressure
pmax = 1 − 2共1 − p f 兲/ts .

共15兲

For t = 1 and in the region 0 ⱕ r ⱕ ts, the velocity and tensile
pressure are constant and equal to their maximum values, vm
关Eq. 共14兲兴 and
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FIG. 7. Pressure 关共a兲, in GPa兴 and particle velocity 关共b兲, in 102 m / s兴 distributions in Al sphere after spallation of oxide shell at different instants t
共shown near the curves兲 of waves propagation for ts = 0.5, p0 = 1 GPa, and
p f = 0.05. For the pressure plots, the upper line 共t = 0 and p = 1 GPa兲 and the
lowest curve 共for t = 1.25兲 are common for all curves for t ⱕ 1, i.e., at each
time the pressure profile consists of straight horizontal line 共1 GPa兲 in the
central part, the line connecting to the lowest curve and part of the lowest
curve. In the reflected pressure wave, the pressure profile for 1 ⬍ t ⬍ 1.25
deviates from the lowest curve in some internal layer only. For t = 1.25 the
velocity is zero everywhere and getting negative for t ⬎ 1.25 共not shown兲.

pm = 1 − 共1 − p f 兲/ts .

FIG. 8. Pressure 关共a兲, in GPa兴 and particle velocity 关共b兲, in 102 m / s兴 distributions in Al sphere after spallation of oxide shell at different instants t
共shown near the curves兲 of reflection wave propagation for ts = 1,
p0 = 1 GPa, and p f = 0.05. The pressure profiles for 1 ⬍ t ⬍ 1.5 deviates from
the lowest curve 共for t = 1.5兲 in some internal layer only. For t = 1.5 the
velocity is zero everywhere and getting negative for t ⬎ 1.5 共not shown兲.

共16兲

The deviation from 1 for pm is two times smaller than for
pmax. The magnitudes of pm and pmax in the tensile region
linearly reduce with the growth of p f and decreases in inverse proportion with the increase in ts. These pressures are
tensile if ts ⬍ 2共1 − p f 兲 共for pmax兲 and ts ⬍ 共1 − p f 兲 共for pm兲. For
p f = 1 one gets pmax = pm = 1.
The pressure distribution for t = 1 共in addition to the
above constant part兲 coincides in the region ts ⱕ r ⱕ 1 with
the distribution for t = 1 + 0.5ts. The tensile pressure distribution curve for any ts ⬍ t ⬍ 1 + 0.5ts and for r greater than some
value consists of the portion of the pressure curve for
t = 1 + 0.5ts; for 1 ⬍ t ⬍ 1 + 0.5ts these curves coincide in some
central part of a sphere as well 共Figs. 6–9兲.
The most important point that follows from Fig. 10 is
that the pressure distribution in some external region of the
sphere is independent of ts. For t = 1 + 0.5ts, all pressure distributions for various ts coincide in the region 0.5ts ⱕ r ⱕ 1;
for t = 1, all pressure distributions for different ts coincide in
the region ts ⱕ r ⱕ 1. Combining this result with the previous
results on a wave propagation along the radius 共Figs. 6–9兲,
we can conclude that for any time ts ⬍ t ⬍ 1 + 0.5ts, pressure
distribution in the region 1 + ts − t ⱕ r ⱕ 1 is the same, independent of t and the parameter ts. It was found to be described by the following equation:

FIG. 9. Pressure 关共a兲, in GPa兴 and particle velocity 关共b兲, in 102 m / s兴 distributions in Al sphere after spallation of oxide shell at different instants t
共shown near the curves兲 of reflection wave propagation for ts = 1.5,
p0 = 1 GPa, and p f = 0.05. The all pressure profiles for 1 ⬍ t ⬍ 1.75 reach the
maximum tensile pressure of 0.27 GPa in the central region of the sphere.
The fracture criterion p ⬍ pc = −0.1 GPa and v ⬎ 0 is satisfied at each time
instant 1 ⬍ t ⬍ 1.75 in a small moving layer only. At t = 1.75 velocity is zero
everywhere and for larger t it is getting negative everywhere 共not shown兲.
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ts ⱕ

1 − pf
1 − pc

.

共21兲

Coincidence of inequalities for r and ts is not accidental. For
t = 1 the equation rm = 1 + ts − t 共at this point tensile pressure
reaches its maximum兲 results in rm = ts.
Note that for t ⬎ 1 + 0.5ts, the velocity becomes zero at
the central part of the sphere and negative in its remaining
part. For ts ⱖ 1 and t = 1, the pressure and velocity are homogeneous but the pressure is compressive. For p f = 1 one has
p = 1 and v = 0.

D. Cavitation in liquid aluminum

FIG. 10. Pressure 关共a兲, in GPa兴 and particle velocity 关共b兲, in 102 m / s兴 distributions in Al sphere after spallation of oxide shell at instants t = 1 关bold
lines in 共a兲兴 and t = 1 + 0.5ts for p0 = 1 GPa, p f = 0.05, and various ts 共shown
near the curves兲. Pressure distribution for t = 1 coincides with the distribution for t = 1 + 0.5ts for ts ⱕ r ⱕ 1 for any ts. More generally, for any time
ts ⬍ t ⬍ 1 + 0.5ts, pressure distribution in the region 1 + ts − t ⱕ r ⱕ 1 is the
same independent of t and the parameter ts.

p共r兲 = 1 −

1 − pf
r

共17兲

.

At the boundary of the region where this equation is valid,
for r = rm : = 1 + ts − t 共this point is reached by the constant
pressure portion, p f , of the propagating boundary regime兲,
pressure reaches its maximum tensile value
pm共t兲 = 1 −

1 − pf
1 + ts − t

.

共18兲

For t = 1 and t = 1 + 0.5ts, Eq. 共18兲 gives the same pressure as
Eqs. 共16兲 and 共15兲.
There is an important practical conclusion that follows
from this result. If we limit ourselves with the condition t
ⱕ 1 共when the particle velocity is directed from the center兲,
then if the maximum pressure in the central part of the
sphere at t = 1, pm 关Eq. 共16兲兴, is smaller than the critical pressure for cavitation 共pm ⬍ pc : = pc / p0 ⬍ 0兲, then the cavitation
criterion
p共r兲 = 1 −

1 − pf
r

= pc ,

共19兲

is met in the same region of the sphere independent of ts,
namely for
r ⱕ rm

1 − pf
1 − pc

.

Still, the condition pm ⬍ pc limits the spallation time

共20兲

The fracture of liquid 共cavitation兲 can be considered a
nucleation problem.28 The radius of the critical nucleus for
homogeneous nucleation, rcr = 2⌫ / 兩p兩, for 兩p兩 = 1.05 GPa is
2 nm, which is reasonable, but for 兩p兩 = 0.105 GPa it is 20 nm
which is comparable to the Al particle radius and is unrealistic. Thus the theoretical value of the critical tensile pressure
to cause the fracture of liquid Al is pc ⯝ −1 GPa. However,
the actual pressure at which cavitation occurs may be several
orders of magnitude smaller 共this is similar to the actual
strength in comparison with the theoretical strength for solids兲. This happens for various reasons, such as the existence
of nanovoids, impurities, or solute atoms that reduce the local value of ⌫. For example, for water at room temperature
共⌫w = 0.08 GPa nm兲, rcr = 2 nm corresponds to 兩pc兩 = 76 MPa
while cavitation is observed at the pressure range from
0.2 MPa to several MPa.28 Aluminum nanoparticles contain
the B, H, water, Fe, Cu, K, and N impurities.17 Thus, we also
will consider 兩pc兩 in the range 0.01− 1 GPa. For
pc = −0.1 GPa, the fracture criterion, p ⬍ pc, is satisfied at radius r f = 0.86 共Figs. 6–8 and 10兲.
Cavitation causes the separation of a thin liquid outer
shell from the main spherical droplet. When the liquid shell
is separated from the Al particle, its thickness, ˜␦共t兲, becomes
thinner while its internal radius, r共t兲, grows according to the
relationship ˜␦共t兲 = 共r共t兲3 + R3 − r3f 兲1/3 − r共t兲 共which follows
from the approximate volume conservation兲. For example,
for R = 40 nm, r f = 34 nm, and r共t兲 = 80 nm, we obtain
˜␦ = 1.26 nm which is just three atomic layers. The thickness
of the liquid shell cannot be smaller than the size of an atom,
thus the shell will break into small sectors 关Fig. 1共b兲兴. This
may happen for larger thickness as well, due to possible
heterogeneity in velocity and thickness. The next layers of
the initial liquid drop will be separated from the drop as soon
as tensile pressure reaches the value necessary for the fracture. Since tensile pressure without the fracture significantly
exceeds the critical value 兩pc兩 共Figs. 6–8 and 10兲, we can
conclude that the thickness of each subsequent separated liquid shell is on the order of one to several atomic sizes.
Thus, the tensile pressure disperses Al droplets into
small 共several atomic sizes兲 clusters which travel with high
velocity 共100− 250 m / s兲. If they hit the oxidizer, a portion
will penetrate it, some will spread over the surface and react,
and a fraction will reflect and react with the next oxidizer
particle. Al clusters may also react with oxygen 共and nitro-
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gen兲 in the air, with Teflon which starts to decompose at
825 K, with gaseous MoO3 which starts to sublimate at
973 K, or some other oxidizer.
IV. SUPPORTING EXPERIMENTAL DATA

It is not currently possible to directly determine the reaction mechanism and to observe the melt dispersion mechanism. In this section we present macroscale experimental observations that support the melt dispersion mechanism.
共a兲 For each ultimate strength, u, and the temperature at
which the oxide film was formed, T0, there is the critical
value of M below which the entire particle melts 共f f = 1兲
before the oxide shell fracture 共Fig. 3兲. For this range of M,
pressure in the Al is high enough 共at least higher than 1 GPa兲
to cause cavitation. Thus, the melt dispersion mechanism
will operate providing maximum possible mixing, oxidation
rate, the flame front velocity, and energy release. According
to this mechanism, one cannot expect an essential difference
in the mixing of components and oxidation rate of particles
for M smaller than this critical value. Currently, ignition delay time, tig, and the flame front velocity, C, are the major
measurable parameters which characterize MICs combustion
behavior. In our recent experiments for Al+ MoO3 MIC,3 the
flame propagation rate is approximately the same 共950 m / s兲
for the Al nanoparticles with an average radii of R̃ = 22 and
40 nm and reduces for particles with a radii of R̃ = 55 and
60.5 nm 共1.8ⱕ ␦ ⱕ 2.0 nm兲 共Fig. 3兲. In our other
experiments,5 laser induced ignition time delays are in the
range of 12.4− 25.5 ms for R̃ = 共8.7− 101兲 nm and 共1.8ⱕ ␦
ⱕ 7.7 nm兲 and grows to 6.039 s for R̃ = 20 m 共Fig. 3兲. In
Fig. 3, dimensionless normalized flame velocity, C̃
= C / 共1 km/ s兲, from experiments,3 and the ignition time delay t̃ig / 共100 ms兲 from experiments5 are plotted versus M and
superposed on the f f 共M兲 curves. Note that the magnitudes of
C̃ and t̃ig are irrelevant in the current discussions. The following results are important:
共1兲 Both C̃ and t̃ig are independent of M below some critical
M which corresponds to the prediction of the theory.
共2兲 Despite the different and wide ranges of the particle radii and shell thicknesses in the experiments, critical values of M for C̃ 共M c = 19兲 and for t̃ig 共M c = 17兲 are practically the same. This means that M = R / ␦ 共rather than R
and ␦ separately兲 characterizes the reactivity of the thermites, which is in agreement with our theory. Also, the
fact that two completely different parameters confirm
the independence of the thermite reactivity of M provides an additional plausibility to our results.
共3兲 The maximum oxide thickness for which the independence of the ignition time delay was found in experiments was ␦ = 7.7 nm.5 This means that the oxide shell
of such a thickness possesses the required strength and
breaks fast enough to ensure the conditions for the melt
dispersion mechanism.
共4兲 The temperature at which the oxide shell formed, T0,
although not known exactly, was close to 300 K. According to Fig. 3共a兲, the complete melting before the
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fracture for this T0 共consequently, independence of the
reactivity of M兲 corresponds to u = th = 11.33 GPa, i.e.,
to the theoretical strength. Results of the items 3 and 4
will be used below to estimate the maximum particle
radius for which the melt dispersion mechanism can be
expended. The above results support our theory.
共b兲 In experiments,29 the mean distance of reaction
propagation from a single laser-ignited Al particle embedded
in nitrocellulose was considered as a measure of combustion
behavior. When the thermal explosion mechanism was dominant, an increase in the oxide shell thickness leading to a
decrease in M from 11.1 to 4.2 did not increase reaction
propagation distance. This is consistent with the melt dispersion mechanism and our experiments3,5 since in both cases
M ⬍ 19 共Fig. 3兲. It also provides an alternative to tig and C as
a measure of combustion behavior and shows the independence of combustion behavior on M below some critical M.
We cannot use the data from Ref. 29 for 100 ps pulse
ignition because that initiation phenomena is related to a
completely different regime 共shock propagation mechanism
and much higher temperatures leading to evaporation rather
than melting兲. However, the fact that the increase in the oxide shell thickness increases pressure in Al is consistent with
the strength model 关Eq. 共1兲 and fracture criterion兴.
Usually, an initial oxide layer was considered deadweight because it does not participate in reaction and is a
heat sink. One of the main conclusions in Ref. 29 is that for
heating rates of 1014 K / s leading to the detonation regime,
the oxide shell plays an important positive role since its increase leads to an increase in reaction propagation distance,
probably due to pressure increases within the Al core. For
much lower heating rates and for thermal explosion oxidation mechanism, it was concluded in Ref. 29 that the oxide
shell is deadweight, since an increase in oxide thickness
leading to a decrease in M from 11.1 to 4.2 did not increase
reaction propagation distance. It follows from the melt dispersion mechanism and experiments in Refs. 3 and 5 that
even for the thermal explosion oxidation regime and
M ⬎ 19, increase in oxide shell thickness 共or decrease in M兲
increases Al reactivity.
共c兲 Damage of the oxide shell acts to suppress the melt
dispersion mechanism 共since it reduces the strength of the
shell and causes localized fracture rather than spallation兲.
However, the damage promotes the traditional diffusion oxidation mechanism 共since it provides additional channels for
diffusion兲. Pressing MICs pellets in a die has to damage the
oxide film. That is why the flame propagation velocity is
expected to decrease with the sample density for MICs and
grow for traditional micron size thermites. Such trends have
been observed in our experiments.11 Note that we can use
data from11 up to 50%–55% of theoretical maximum density,
because for larger compaction similar trends may be related
also to other processes 共for example, suppressed gas convection兲. Also a flame rate less than 10 m / s may not provide a
sufficient heating rate for the operation of the melt dispersion
mechanism. On the contrary, vibrational compaction of
MICs without applying the load should not damage the shell,
thus the melt dispersion mechanism should not be sup-
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pressed. This is confirmed in our experiments:3 Vibrational
compaction leading to the change in mass density in the
range of 5%–10% of theoretical maximum density did not
significantly change the flame velocity.
共d兲 Let us consider an ellipsoidal penny-shaped particle
that mimics a nanoflake. It has two semiaxes b and R  b. It
is easy to show that the maximum hoop stress is in the circular section of radius R is evaluated as max
h ⯝ −pR / 共2␦兲.
The minimum hoop stress is in the elliptic section,
min
h ⯝ −pb / 共4␦兲, and is much smaller in magnitude. Consequently, simultaneous fracture and spallation of the entire
oxide film is impossible. Fracture takes place along the circular section of radius R when the fracture criterion, −max
h
= u, is satisfied. That means that pressure in the melt is
p = 2u␦ / R 关similar to Eq. 共7兲 for large spherical particles兴.
Usually nanoflakes have sizes in the range of
b = 10− 100 nm and R = 10− 100 m.10 Consequently, pressure in the melt at the instant of nanoflake fracture has the
same magnitude as in micron size particles with R  ␦. Thus,
based on the melt dispersion mechanism, nanoflakes react
similar to micron size particles; at the same time, traditional
wisdom 共higher reactivity for nanosize particle and large surface to volume ratio兲 would suggest at least similar reactivity
for nanospherical and nanoflake particles. Experiments in
Ref. 10 demonstrate that nanoflakes did not produce higher
flame propagation velocity than micron spherical particles,
consistent with the melt dispersion mechanism theory.
共e兲 We compressed a thin layer of nano Al powder between two steel pistons and then produced a large shear by
rotating one of the pistons back and forth by 1010. Total
force was 1000 lbf and the piston diameter was 7.385 cm.
The averaged pressure was 1 MPa. However, local pressure
cannot be determined with reasonable accuracy, because we
cannot exclude direct touching between pistons over some
area. Such a process transformed some spherical particles
into ellipsoidal flakes and also has to damage their oxide
shells. Scanning electron microscopy 共SEM兲 demonstrated
that some small particles remain spherical and unchanged,
while relatively large particles transformed to flakes and
conglomerated.
The Al and MoO3 powders were combined with approximately 90 ml of Hexane and sonicated with a sonic wand
immersed in the slurry. A cycle of 10 s on 10 s off for a total
of 70 s on was used to keep the temperature of the slurry
relatively constant. Sonication destroyed the Al conglomerates. After sonication of deformed Al powder mixed with
MoO3 powder, SEM pictures do not show any difference in
conglomeration in comparison with undeformed Al powder
共Fig. 11兲.
An open channel combustion experiment with
Al+ MoO3 mixtures 共similar to that described in Refs. 3 and
4兲 was conducted. Three experiments have been performed
for damaged and undamaged Al particles. We observed that
the flame propagation rate C = 342± 11 m / s for undamaged
spherical particles and C = 174± 7 m / s for damaged particles.
This result supports the melt dispersion mechanism.

FIG. 11. Scanning electron microscopy images of the Al and MoO3 mixtures after sonication. 共a兲. Undamaged Al. 共b兲. Damaged Al. No visible
difference in conglomeration is observed between deformed and nondeformed structure.

V. CONDITIONS FOR THE MELT DISPERSION
MECHANISM AND METHODS TO CONTROL THEM
A. Main conditions

The main conditions for the optimal dispersion of the
spherical Al particle are:
共1兲 The aluminum core has to completely melt before the
oxide shell fracture and spallation. If we know the ultimate
strength of the oxide shell, u, and the temperature at which
the oxide film was formed, T0, then using Fig. 3 we can
determine the maximum value M for which the entire particle melts. As we discussed in Sec. IV, T0 = 300 K and comparison with experiments 关Fig. 3共a兲兴 suggests that u = th
= 11.33 GPa. The maximum value of M m = 20 corresponds to
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complete melting 关Fig. 3共a兲兴. For T0 = 450 K we obtain M m
= 29; for T0 = 600 K one gets M m = 52; and for T0 = 785 K Al
melts for arbitrarily large M. The condition for almost homogeneous temperature in the Al core necessary for the complete melting is met for core radius R ⬍ 9.12 m 共see Appendix A兲, i.e., it is not restrictive.
共2兲 The oxide shell fracture has to occur simultaneously
in the entire shell; the oxide shell fracture time has to be
smaller than the acoustic time 共ts ⬍ t p兲. These conditions can
be fulfilled for a thin, amorphous, defect-free, or nanocrystalline oxide shell, and only during fast heating. Any defect
will cause a localized fracture near it rather than a homogeneous fracture in the whole oxide shell, which may lead to
the flow of the liquid through the hole 共similar to Ref. 26兲
rather than dispersion of the droplet. Also, defects cause reduction in the ultimate strength u and consequently in the
pressure in the droplet by one to several orders of magnitude.
This will reduce proportionally the tensile pressure in the
liquid and may prevent cavitation. Thus, the oxide shell
thickness has to be limited to 2 − 10 nm; at least for
␦ = 7.7 nm, experimental results on ignition time delay5 are
consistent with the melt dispersion mechanism. Taking
␦ = 7.7 nm and M m = 20 for T0 = 300 K results in R = 144 nm.
共3兲 Pressure in the Al core at the instant of oxide film
fracture has to be approximately equal to the cavitation pressure. More precisely, we will use the following conditions to
determine the required pressure p0 and the oxide shell fracture time ts. We will consider t = 1 as the best time instant for
cavitation 共since particle velocity is from the center everywhere and pressure in the entire central part of the sphere,
pm, is constant and negative兲. Then from the cavitation condition pm = pc we obtain constrains Eqs. 共20兲 and 共21兲 with
the equality sign. The equality in Eq. 共21兲 can be resolved for
the pressure p0 required for cavitation
p0 =

− p ct s + p f
1 − ts

.

共22兲

From the one side, the smaller ts is, the smaller pressure p0 is
required for cavitation. From another side, since rm = ts, decrease in ts decreases the portion of the Al sphere where
cavitation criterion is satisfied. If we accept rm = 0.5, then
Eq. 共22兲 simplifies to
p0 = − pc + 2p f .

共23兲

This cavitation criterion is met in the region rm = ts ⱕ 0.5. For
the above obtained parameters 共M = 20, u = 11.33 GPa, and
␦ = 7.7 nm兲, the pressure in Al during complete melting and
oxide fracture is p0 = 1.16 GPa 关see Fig. 2共a兲 and Eq. 共1兲兴,
which for p f = 0.05 GPa corresponds to −pc = 1.06 GPa
关Eq. 共23兲兴. Taking −pc = 0.1 GPa one can satisfy Eq. 共22兲, for
example, for p0 = 0.2 GPa and r = ts = 0.86.
共4兲 The liquid dispersion mechanism can operate if there
is enough free space around Al particles. High flame velocity
was observed for a loose mixture of Al+ MoO3 or Al
+ Fe2O3 only;1–4 for compacted tablets, flame rate is much
slower and even decreases with Al particle radius5 共presumably due to the decrease of the einitial ratio of Al to alumina
mass兲.

B. Some methods to promote the melting dispersion
mechanism

Based on our analysis, we can predict several ways to
expand the melt dispersion mechanism for larger particles.
共1兲 The main limitation is currently related to the condition that the entire particle melts before fracture. As we
found above, for currently achievable parameters
共␦ = 7.7 nm, M m = 20, and T0 = 300 K兲 we obtain R = 144 nm.
Increase in ␦ will increase R proportionally. Progress here is
related to the development of a technology to produce
thicker defect free films. Even if ␦ = 20 nm and consequently
R = 400 nm can be achieved, it may prove difficult to fracture
the entire film simultaneously and spallate it.
We predict that increasing the temperature at which an
initial oxide shell was formed, T0, may increase the particle
size for which the melt dispersion mechanism is operative
共Fig. 3兲. Thus, for T0 = 450 K one gets M m = 29 and for
T0 = 600 K we obtain M m = 52; for ␦ = 10 nm this results in
R = 290 nm and R = 520 nm, respectively. The pressure in Al
core just before fracture for these cases is 0.72 and 0.44 GPa,
correspondingly, which is sufficient to cause cavitation.
For T0 = 785 K Al melts for arbitrary large M 共with limitation on the temperature variation along the radius兲. Thus
the value M will be determined from the condition 共23兲 that
the created pressure in Al can cause cavitation. Substituting
in the cavitation condition 共23兲, Eq. 共7兲 for p0 共for ⌫1 = ⌫2兲,
and p f = 2⌫ / R + pg共GPa兲, we obtain
M=

2u
.
− 0.5pc + pg

共24兲

The interface energy does not contribute to Eq. 共24兲 but this
is because of our choice that t = 0.5 only. For pc = −0.1,
pg = 0.01, and u = 11.33 GPa, one obtains M = 338; for
pc = −0.01 and the same pg and u, one obtains M = 1133; for
␦ = 10 nm these values of M result in R = 3.38 m and
R = 11.3 m, respectively. Note that the pressure in the Al
core for these two cases is 0.08 and 0.03 GPa, respectively.
There is, however, a limitation that for high T0, a decohesion of oxide film will occur during the cooling from T0 to
room temperature 关due to tensile pressure determined from
Eq. 共1兲 for f = 0 and T ⬍ T0兴. This may lead to the fracture of
the oxide film due to buckling14 and oxidation of bare Al, so
T0 will be decreased and a defective film will be created.
共b兲 One more method that allows us to decrease internal
stresses before melting 共or before complete melting兲 and to
guarantee complete melting before the oxide fracture is to
synthesize nanoparticles with initial porosity. Using the plasticity theory,15 one can derive a relationship between the
equilibrium concentration of void and applied pressure
Ve = exp共−1.5p / y兲, where y is the yield strength of Al. If
initial porosity V0e is greater than Ve, it will be reduced to Ve,
otherwise it will not change. The difference ⌬v
= 共Ve − V0e 兲 / 3 ⬍ 0 has to be added to i1 in Eq. 共3兲 which will
reduce the pressure and hoop stresses. By tailoring initial
porosity, one cannot only avoid a fracture before melting but
also prescribe at which temperature above Tm the fracture
will occur. This will allow the melt dispersion mechanism to
occur at the optimal conditions, e.g., when oxidizer melts or
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sublimates. Even a fracture of the alumina during phase
transformation can be prevented due to initial porosity. However, phase transformation to the polycrystalline ␥ phase will
create numerous defects reducing u which may not allow
the Al to reach pressure sufficient for cavitation.
共c兲 Mixing Al with some material with low 共or even
negative兲 thermal expansion coefficient or a material that undergoes a phase transformation with the reduction in volume
can also prevent a fracture of the oxide shell before melting
the Al for large particles.
共d兲 To ensure the fast heating rate for large particles, one
can mix them with nanoscale particles 共R ⬍ 40− 100 nm兲 that
react according to the melt dispersion mechanism. Note that
if nanosized particles provide the fast temperature increase
above 2800–3600 K 共for gas pressure in range 1–32 atm兲30,6
then the Al in the remaining micron sized particles will vaporize 共and alumina will melt兲 and oxidize very fast in a gas
state. As it was found previously in Ref. 31 mixing 30%
micron scale particles with R̃ = 2 and 10 m and 70% Al
nanoparticles with an averaged radius R̃ = 40 nm 共R / ␦ = 8.3兲
lead practically to the same flame propagation rate as 100%
of Al nanoparticles. It is possible that only some portion of
the micron size particles which ensure ignition and initiation
of the flame propagation have to be mixed with nanoparticles. They produce a fast flame propagation rate which ensures a rapid heating rate in the remaining micron size
particles.
共e兲 To locally reduce the surface energy of metallic particle, and consequently, reduce cavitation pressure, one may
use a special alloying. Porosity in a fuel 关considered in item
共b兲兴 may cause density fluctuations in the melt and seed the
nucleation of cavitation.
共f兲 An alternative way to cause the dispersion of not only
fuel particles but also of oxidizer particles is to fabricate
them with inclusions of a material that gasifies 共or explodes兲
at the prescribed temperature, fracturing solid 共or liquid兲
fuel, and oxidizer particles. The case when the gasifying particles are an oxidizer within a fuel matrix or a fuel within an
oxidizer matrix is optimal. This mechanism is independent of
the existence and fracture of the initial oxide shell and heating rate and may work for much larger particles
共10− 100 m兲. They, however, have to be mixed with nanosized particles to ensure fast initial heating, if the fast flame
propagation is a goal. The closeness of sublimation temperature of inclusions to melting or sublimation temperature of
fuel and oxidizer will also accelerate the oxidation.

C. Other cases when particle dispersion mechanism
may be operative

There is a probability that the particle dispersion mechanism may operate at less restrictive conditions:
共a兲
共b兲
共c兲
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When only part of the Al particle melts;
when it melts and disperses simultaneously due to reduction in melting temperature in the tensile wave;
when the solid particles disperse in a tensile wave;

共d兲

when melting occurs after one or several oxide
fracture-healing cycles.

Allow fracture to occur at f slightly smaller than one.
First, if a few nm solid spheres will remain after melt dispersion, they will melt and oxidize in the next few s during
further heating. If a significant part of the Al particle remains
solid, it still can be dispersed for small initial particles, because pressure 共and consequently tensile stresses in an unloading wave兲 in small particles may be high enough
共Figs. 6–10兲 to disperse even solid particles close to the
melting point. Note that impedances, Z = c, of solid and liquid Al near the melting points are close 关based on Table I,
Zs = 1.346⫻ 107 and Zm = 9.914⫻ 106 kg/ 共m2c兲兴 and only
共Zm − Zs兲2 / 共Zm + Zs兲2 ⫻ 100= 2.3% of energy is reflected.
Also, tensile stresses reduce the melting temperature by
55 K / GPa 共Ref. 24兲 to 65 K / GPa,32 thus melting and melt
dispersion may occur simultaneously. For larger particles and
lower pressures, only the melted part and near surface area of
the remaining particle will be oxidized during the time the
flame front passes through it; so the solid core will not contribute significantly to the acceleration of the flame. Also,
tensile pressure in an unloading wave develops after it travels some distance. If, e.g., the cavitation criterion for liquid
Al is fulfilled at r = 0.75, then the oxide has to be broken at
the value of f not smaller than f = 1 − r3 = 0.58.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

To summarize, a melt dispersion mechanism of fast reaction of spherical Al nanoparticles initially covered by a
thin amorphous oxide shell during fast heating was suggested and justified theoretically and experimentally. Despite
the indeterminacy of some material parameters and simple
models, there is a broad range of parameters for which the
suggested mechanism is operative; we cannot imagine at this
point any other possible mechanism. This mechanism transforms Al particles with diameters on the order of tens of
nanometers covered by oxide film into nanometer sized bare
liquid clusters. Oxidation 共or any other reaction兲 of such
clusters is not limited by diffusion 共in contrast to traditional
mechanisms兲. Ignition and flame propagation are no longer
controlled by the chemical reaction. For nanoflake or other
significantly asymmetric geometries, this mechanism cannot
operate, which corresponds to experiments. Below some
critical particle size for which the entire particle melts and
the melt dispersion mechanism operates, oxidation rate, ignition delay time, and flame velocity are to be independent of
the particle size, which also corresponds to experiments.3,5
Damage of the oxide shell suppresses the melt dispersion
mechanism and promotes traditional diffusive oxide growth,
in accordance with our experimental findings. We also found
physical parameters, controlling the melt dispersion mechanism which can be used to expand the operation region of
this mechanism. Thus, increasing the temperature at which
the initial oxide was formed, T0, creation of initial porosity in
Al, mixing of Al with a material with a low 共or even negative兲 thermal expansion coefficient, or with a phase transformation accompanied by volume reduction, alloying Al to decrease the cavitation pressure, mixing of nano and micron
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particles, and introducing gasifying or explosive inclusions
in any fuel and oxidizer follows from our theory. These predictions can be used for experimental verification in the near
future.
A similar mechanism is expected for nitridation and
fluorination of Al. We do not anticipate that fluorination will
chemically reduce the oxide shell thickness during the 10 s
ignition time; otherwise, the initial oxide shell thickness will
have to be increased accordingly. This mechanism may also
be tailored for Ti 共Tm = 1933 K兲 and Mg fuel 共Tm = 922 K兲, if
they will be subjected to a high heating rate. The difference
in thermal expansion coefficients for Ti and its oxide is very
small and does not cause fracture before Tm.13 Change in
volume during phase transformation is also small
共0.1%–0.3%兲;14 transformation may not occur at very fast
heating. Fast initial heating can be provided by the mixing of
some portion of Ti and its oxidant with Al. The behavior of
Mg may be very similar to Al.
Attempts to directly confirm the melt dispersion mechanism should be made, both experimentally and using molecular dynamics simulation 共for nanosize particles兲. Also,
much more detailed modeling of this mechanism will require
significant advances in scale-dependent nano and microscale
nonlinear elasticity, plasticity 共in the presence of porosity兲
and dynamic fracture of solids, nonlinear nano fluid dynamics, coupled to oxidation kinetics, thus promoting multidisciplinary approaches.
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APPENDIX A: THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

Let us consider the heating of an Al spherical particle
with radius R. Let the surface temperature of the particle
vary from Tr = 300 K to the final T f ⯝ 1000 K during time
t f = 10 s 共i.e., while flame front passes through it兲. The
equation of thermal conductivity in spherical coordinates is

冉

冊

T
 2T 2  T
=a
+
,
t
 r2 r  r

共A1兲

where a is the thermal diffusivity. Due to symmetry, at the
center of the sphere T共0 , t兲 / r = 0. For very small radius R,
assume the temperature gradient along the radius is small
共which will be proven below兲 and use the first two terms of
Taylor’s series expansion, T共r , t兲 = A + Br2, which satisfy conditions at the center of sphere. The Laplacian in the righthand side of Eq. 共A1兲 is equal to 6B. For t = t f , T共0 , t f 兲 = A
and T共R , t f 兲 = A + BR2, thus B = 共T共R , t f 兲 − T共0 , t f 兲兲 / R2. Ap-

proximating T / t ⯝ 共T f − Tr兲 / t f and substituting all terms in
Eq. 共A1兲, one obtains
T共R,t f 兲 − T共0,t f 兲 ⯝ 共T f − Tr兲R2/共6t f a兲.

共A2兲

Taking a = 9.71⫻ 10−5 m2 / s for Al and the above data for all
parameters, we obtain that temperature at the center is lower
than at the surface by less than 1 K for R ⬍ 2.88 m 共or less
than 10 K at R ⬍ 9.12 m兲 and will be considered homogeneous. Thus, thermal conductivity is not a limiting process in
our study.
APPENDIX B: STRESSES IN TWO LAYERED SPHERE

Let us derive equations for the pressure and hoop
stresses in a two-layer sphere with an external sphere radius
R̃ and internal sphere radius R, using the elasticity theory. An
analytical solution can be presented in the form15
u j = − 共A jr + B j/r2兲,
p j = − 共3K j共A j − ij兲 − 4G jB j/r3兲,

共B1兲

hj = − 共3K j共A j − ij兲 + 2G jB j/r3兲.
Here u is the radial displacement, p and h are the radial and
hoop stresses, j = 1 is for the internal sphere 共Al兲 and j = 2 is
for the external layer 共oxide shell兲, r is the spherical coordinate and constants A j and B j are to be determined from the
boundary conditions and conditions at r = R. All designations
are the same as in Sec. II. Negative signs in Eq. 共B1兲 are due
to the convention that compressive stresses and strains are
positive. Since stresses and displacements have to be finite at
r = 0, one obtains B1 = 0; thus, radial and hoop stresses in an
internal sphere are equal to the mean pressure and are uniform. Displacement continuity across the interface r = R, the
jump condition for traction across the interface r = R and the
boundary condition at the external surface r = R̃ result in
three linear algebraic equations
u1共R兲 = u2共R兲; p1共R兲 = p2共R兲 + 2⌫1/R; p2共R̃兲 = 2⌫2/R + pg ,
共B2兲
for determination of A1, A2, and B2. Substituting the derived
expressions for A1, A2, and B2 in Eqs. 共B1兲 results in Eqs. 共1兲
and 共2兲 for the pressure in the internal sphere and the hoop
stresses in the shell at r = R.
APPENDIX C: WAVE PROPAGATION

Spherical waves in liquid or gas can be described by the
following equations:33
2
2 f
2 f
2 =c 2 ,
t
r

: = f/r; p = − 

共C1兲



; v=
.
t
r

共C2兲

The following problem will be considered: A sphere of radius R is initially in equilibrium under applied external pressure p0. The purpose is to determine the evolution of the
pressure, p, and particle velocity, v, after a fast change in
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external pressure pex共t兲, in particular under unloading down
to some final pressure p f . For this problem consider unloading and the first wave reflected from the center only, because
for larger time the solid oxide layer may be again formed at
the external surface of the liquid drop 共see Sec. III兲. The
method of propagating waves and the Dalambert equation34
is used to solve this problem. The initial and boundary conditions are
p共r,0兲 = p0 ; v共r,0兲 = 0; v共0,t兲 = 0; p共R,t兲 = pex共t兲.
共C3兲
These conditions will be transformed to the conditions for
function f. A solution to this problem can be obtained by
combining two problems:
共1兲 A solution to the problem with zero boundary conditions for f 共or p兲, i.e., a free oscillation problem:
p共r,0兲 = p0 ; v共r,0兲 = 0; v共0,t兲 = 0; p共R,t兲 = 0.

共C4兲

This problem can be solved in two steps:
共1a兲 A solution for an infinite sphere for which the
boundary condition p共R , t兲 = 0 is neglected;
共1b兲 a solution for a finite sphere that satisfies the boundary condition p共R , t兲 = 0;
共2兲 propagation of the boundary regime
p共r,0兲 = 0; v共r,0兲 = 0; v共0,t兲 = 0; p共R,t兲 = pex共t兲.
共C5兲
First, find scaling rules for the pressure and velocity using
dimensional analysis. The solutions depend on the following
dimensional parameters: p0, , c, and R. It follows from
Eq. 共C2兲 for pressure that function  can be presented as
 = 共p0R / c兲, where the bar designates a dimensionless
function. Then Eq. 共C2兲 results in
f=

p0
p 0R 2
f ; p = p0 p; v = v .
c
c

共C6兲

共C7兲

where q1 and q2 are some functions. Since the function h is
finite at r = 0, then f h共0 , t兲 = 0. This implies q1共ct兲 = −q2共−ct兲
and

q共r + ct兲 − q共ct − r兲
.
r
共C8兲

The initial condition v共r , 0兲 = 共r , 0兲 / r = 0, results in
共r , 0兲 = const. Since it follows from Eq. 共C8兲 that 共0 , t兲
= 0, and in particular, 共0 , 0兲 = 0, then 共r , 0兲 = 0 and
q共r兲 = q共−r兲. Since the derivative of the even function is the
odd function, then dq共r兲 / dr = −dq共−r兲 / dr. Another initial
condition
p共r,0兲 = − 
=−

冉

共r,0兲
c dq共r兲 dq共− r兲
=−
−
t
r
dr
dr

冊

2c dq共r兲
= p0
r dr

共C9兲

results in
q=−

p0 2
r + const.
4c

共C10兲

Substituting this expression in Eq. 共C8兲, one obtains
fh = −

p0tr
.


共C11兲

This solution corresponds to constant p = p0 and v = 0, i.e.,
there are no oscillations in an infinite sphere.
Problem 1b. To modify the above problem for a finite
sphere and consider the boundary condition p共R , t兲 = 0 which
corresponds to f h共R , t兲 = 0, we have to represent f h in the
form34
r+ct

1
f h = 0.5共⌽共r + ct兲 + ⌽共r − ct兲兲 +
2c

冕

⌿共␣兲d␣ ,

共C12兲

r−ct

where ⌽ and ⌿ are periodic functions with period 2R and
are odd with respect to the points r = 0 and r = R and determined by the initial conditions at 0 ⱕ r ⱕ R
f h共r,0兲 = ⌽共r兲;

Note if one would start with Eq. 共C2兲 for velocity, one obtains an incorrect result:  = cR, f = cR2 f, p = c2 p, and
v = cv. This means that dimensional analysis does not give an
unambiguous result; however, Eq. 共C6兲 is confirmed by the
direct solution of Eqs. 共C1兲–共C3兲. Dimensionless functions f,
, v, and p depend on dimensionless coordinate r : = r / R and
time t : = t / t p, where we define an acoustic time t p : = R / c during which the wave propagates from the surface to the center
of the sphere.
Problem 1a. A solution of the wave equation can be
presented in the form
f h共r,t兲 = q1共r + ct兲 + q2共r − ct兲,

f h = q共r + ct兲 − q共ct − r兲; h =

 f h共r,0兲
= ⌿共r兲.
t

共C13兲

Using Eq. 共C11兲, we obtain ⌽ = 0 and ⌿ = −p0r /  at
0 ⱕ r ⱕ R. Since ⌿ is an odd function with respect to the
point r = 0, ⌿ has the same expression for −R ⱕ r ⱕ R. If we
introduce the unit step function on the interval 关a , b兴 共which
is equal to 1 on the interval 关a , b兴 and to 0 outside the interval 关a , b兴兲 by the equation U共a , b兲 = H共␣ − a兲H共b − ␣兲, where
H is the Heaviside unit step function 关H共␣ − a兲 = 1 for ␣ ⱖ a
and H共␣ − a兲 = 0 for ␣ ⬍ a兴, then we can continue function ⌿
periodically 共Fig. 5兲:
⌿共␣兲 = −

p0
关␣U共− R,R兲 + 共␣ − 2R兲U共R,3R兲


+ 共␣ + 2R兲U共− 3R,− R兲兴 for − 3R ⱕ ␣ ⱕ 3R,
共C14兲
or using dimensionless form
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sponding boundary condition for the function f b:

p 0R
⌿共␣兲,


t

␣: = ␣/R,

f b共R,t兲 = f ex共t兲 = − 共R/兲

共C15兲

冕

pex共兲d =

0

⌿共␣兲: = − 关␣U共− 1,1兲 + 共␣ − 2兲U共1,3兲 + 共␣ + 2兲U共− 3,− 1兲兴

p 0R 2
f ex共t兲,
c

where

for − 3 ⱕ ␣ ⱕ 3.

t

For unloading and reflected waves, 0 ⱕ r ⱕ R and 0 ⱕ ct
ⱕ 2R; then 0 ⱕ r + ct ⱕ 3R and −2R ⱕ r − ct ⱕ R. That is why
the interval −3R ⱕ ␣ ⱕ 3R is sufficient for our purposes but
the function ⌿ can be easily periodically continued by adding the terms 共␣ − 共n + 1兲R兲U共Rn , R共n + 2兲兲 with positive and
negative integers n. Thus, function ⌿ represents a straight
line in the interval 关−R , R兴 passing through zero which is
periodically continued along the ␣ axis 共Fig. 5兲. Then, according to Eq. 共C12兲

f ex共t兲: = −

冕

pex共兲d,

pex: = pex/p0 .

0

Then if we are interested in propagation of the boundary
regime to the center of the sphere and one reflection from the
center, the propagating and reflecting waves have to be
combined
f b = f ex关t − 共R − r兲/c兴 − f ex关t − 共R + r兲/c兴 =

f h = G共r + ct兲 − G共r − ct兲,
共C16兲

␣

1
G共␣兲 =
2c

冕

⌿共兲d

p0
关U共− R,R兲␣2 + U共R,3R兲共␣ − 2R兲2
4c

pb = −

p0  f b
r t

+ U共− 3R,− R兲共2R + ␣兲 兴,
2

p 0R 2
fh,
c
共C17兲

=

␣

1
2

冕

p0  共f b/r兲
.
c  r

共C21兲

1
pb = 共pex关t − 共R − r兲/c兴 − pex关t − 共R + r兲/c兴兲
r

f h: = G共r + t兲 − G共r − t兲,

G共␣兲 =

, vb =

Expressions for the pressure and velocity can be simplified
using the definition of f ex

or using dimensionless form
fh =

共C20兲

f b: = f ex共t + r − 1兲 − f ex共t − r − 1兲.

Generalization for an arbitrary number of reflections from
the center and free surface of the sphere can be obtained in a
standard way.34 Then using Eq. 共C2兲 we obtain

0

=−

p 0R 2
fb,
c

⌿共兲d

p0
r

vb = −

0

1
= − 关U共− 1,1兲␣2 + U共1,3兲共␣ − 2兲2
4

共pex关t + r − 1兴 − pex关t − r − 1兴兲,
p0

cr

冋

pex共r + t − 1兲 + pex共r − t − 1兲 +

共C22兲
fb
r

册

.

共C23兲

The complete solution of the problem is a combination of
two solutions

+ U共− 3,− 1兲共2 + ␣兲2兴.

p = ph + pb ;

Again, terms 0.5共␣ − 共n + 1兲R兲 U共Rn , R共n + 2兲兲 can be added
for further periodic continuation. Using Eq. 共C2兲 we obtain
for pressure and particle velocity

v = vh + vb .

共C24兲

2

ph = −


p0
共⌿共r + ct兲 + ⌿共r − ct兲兲 = ph;
2r
r
共C18兲

1
ph: = − 共⌿共r + t兲 + ⌿共r − t兲兲,
2
vh =

冋

册

fh
p0  共f h/r兲 p0 1
=
.
共⌿共r + t兲 − ⌿共r − t兲兲 −
c  r
cr 2
r
共C19兲

Problem 2. Let us consider propagation of the boundary regime p共R , t兲 = pex共t兲. Using Eq. 共C2兲, we obtain the corre-
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